International legal acts that regulate organizing and carrying out various mass events in our country impose an obligation on the RF to provide safety, including sanitary-epidemiologic ones, for their guests and participants. Tight schedules and short time span are peculiarities related to such events and, when it comes to hygienic aspects, it determines short-term exposure of guests and participants to environmental factors. Nowadays in Russia substantial experience has been accumulated in providing hygienic safety for population during international mass events.

Our research goal was to determine priority tasks in laboratory and information-analytical support for Rospotrebnadzor activities aimed at solving issues related hygienic safety of international mass events at various stages in preparation to them and during them depending on their scale and social significance.

This paper focuses on determining a necessity to work out a model for laboratory support aimed at providing chemical safety during international mass events as regards assessing health risks for participants and guests attending such events; the model is to involve implementing laboratory control over biological markers. The authors determine basic principles of the state policy in the sphere of providing hygienic safety, reasons for threats and health risks occurrence during international mass events. The present research allowed to reveal it was advisory to implement a system for biological control over markers related to impacts exerted by various chemicals on personnel involved into preparation and organization of international mass events.
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According to Clause 15, Part 4, of the RF Constitution, generally accepted principles and norms of the international law as well as international treaties signed by the RF are an integral part of the legal system in the country. If an international treaty signed by the RF fixes rules that are different from those fixed in the national legislation, than it is these rules that are to be applied.

International legal acts that determine organization of various global mass events on the RF territory commit The Russian Federation to provide their safety, including sanitary-epidemiologic welfare of their guests and participants [1].

World practice in organizing and holding global mass events proves that greater attention is being paid now to issues related to hygienic safety provision [1–5].
At present there is an integrated system that has been created in the RF and significant experience has been accumulated in the sphere of providing hygienic safety of the population, including global mass events [3–5, 7, 9]. Hygienic safety is determined by state authorities being well-prepared to prevent threats and risks caused by chemical or physical impacts and related to a global mass event\(^1\) [10].

There are some basic principles of the state policy aimed at providing hygienic safety of the population. They are:
- a person’s right to live in a safe environment;
- absence of unacceptable health risks related to conditions and factors of a global mass event;
- adherence to generally accepted international legal norms in the sphere of providing hygienic safety;
- coordinated interaction and mutual responsibility borne by all the structures that are to provide hygienic safety of a global mass event being held;
- providing information about risks to executive authorities and officials who are responsible for making managerial decisions;
- relevant state regulation of threats and risks for hygienic safety;
- setting tasks solution to which will enable determining conceptual and methodical grounds for laboratory and informational-analytical support necessary to provide hygienic safety during global mass events [1].

Our research goal was to determine priority tasks which were to be solved to provide necessary laboratory and informational-analytical support for Rospotrebnadzor’s bodies and their activities aimed at securing hygienic safety of global mass events at different stages including preparation to them depending on their scale and social significance.

Hygienic safety includes a chemical and a physical aspect and their combination is an integral system but it is scientifically reasonable to explore them separately.

According to the RF President Order No. 202 dated May 09, 2017 all the enterprises that were located on territories where FIFA 2018 World Cup events were taking place and that dealt with hazardous productions or applied chemical substances or toxicants had to suspend their activities until these event were over\(^2\).

Experience accumulated in the sphere of providing chemical safety of the population, including global mass events, allowed adjusting «The Basics of the state policy in chemical safety sphere approved by the RF President on November 1, 2013». The RF President Order No. 97 dated March 11, 2019, approved «The Basics of the RF state policy in the sphere of providing chemical and biological safety up to 2025 and beyond»\(^3\).

The above-mentioned legal act fixes the following primary threats:
- spread and (or) application of chemical weapons, terrorists attacks that involve use of potentially hazardous chemicals;
- growing globalization of the world trade and persisting probability that potentially hazardous chemicals or products made out of them can be imported onto the RF territory;
- use of technologies that can’t provide proper chemical safety;

---

\(^1\) The RF President Order No. 202 dated May 09, 2017. On peculiarities related to implementing reinforced security measures for a period during which FIFA 2018 World Cup and FIFA 2017 Confederation Cup events are to take place in the RF [Web-source] // KonsultantPlus. – URL: http:www.consultant.ru/cons_doc (date of visit May 20, 2019).

– growing number of organizations that manufacture chemical products, substantial growth in volumes of chemical wastes, absence of efficient technologies regarding chemically dangerous wastes processing and reclamation of contaminated territories;
– accidents at chemical objects caused by critical wear and tear of equipment, technological processes becoming more complicated, and production personnel not being sufficiently qualified;
– a great number of potentially hazardous chemical objects that are either no longer exploited or their technical and technological resources are close to their limits or completely exhausted as well as territories that have been contaminated due to economic activities;
– development and manufacture of completely new chemicals that produce their effects on people and the environment but these effects haven’t been studied in depth;
– wide use of highly toxic chemicals and accumulation of hazardous chemically stable compounds in the environment.

To eliminate or minimize all the above-mentioned threats as much as it was only possible was one of the basic tasks during global mass events that were held in the RF; to solve it, it was necessary to determine primary causes of threats and health risks for those who visited a global mass event or participated in it [9].

We highlighted the following primary causes for threats and health risks among the overall pool:
– activities performed by economic entities that belonged to 1–4 hazard category as per possible damage to health in case obligatory requirements fixed in the sanitary legislation were violated;
– terroristic threats;
– high population density within a limited space;
– high probability of vast crowds and them coming out of control in case a chemical agent occurs;
– limited possibility to provide control due to participants of an event being diverse;
– limited number of points where access to vital resources could be provided;
– logistics and transportation schemes failure;
– ecologically unstable technogenic objects and hazardous environmental objects that are located in the close proximity to a place where a global mass event is held.

Each threat out of the above-mentioned ones required the following:
– substantiating an algorithm that included actions and implementation mechanisms to be applied during multi-sectoral and multi-level interaction between Rospotrebnadzor’s bodies and organizations and other executive authorities that took part in organizing a global mass event;
– implementing a set of risk-oriented control and surveillance activities concerning economic entities that belonged to 1–4 hazard categories as per potential health risks; results of this implementation were to be applied to divide a territory on which an event was organized into specific zones;
– creating a list of priority health risk factors that were subject to obligatory dynamic and (or) operative laboratory control at all stages during a global mass event;
– optimizing points and programs of social-hygienic monitoring taking into account number of people who participated in an event and ran a risk of exposure to chemical factors;
– indicating threats and quantitatively assessing current and predicted risks for sanitary-epidemiologic welfare at all stages during preparation and organization of an event as well as event itself;
providing information support and functioning of a multi-level system for information exchange. All the above-mentioned tasks were successfully completed when local control and surveillance activities were performed during global mass events that were organized and held in the RF. It is confirmed by sanitary-epidemiologic welfare at such events being highly estimated by experts worldwide.

But still there were some difficulties, mostly concerning laboratory support for hygienic safety provision due to absence of unified approaches to solving issues related to screening laboratory research and tests [8].

Global mass events have a peculiarity, that is, they happen during a rather short period of time and from a hygienic point of view it means that guests and participants of such events are under short-term exposure to environmental factors. And as crowds of people gather in a very limited space, it imposes greater obligations to provide hygienic safety on an area where such an event takes place.

Insufficient laboratory control over chemical factors can cause threats to health of people who visit an event or participate in it; probability of such threats should be determined depending on a scale or geopolitical significant of a global mass event.

Clause 32 of the Federal Law issued on March 30, 1999 No. 52-FZ obliges an economic entity to perform industrial control, including laboratory research and tests, in order to make its activities safe and (or) harmless for people and the environment4.

Experts performed retrospective analysis of issues concerning laboratory support for hygienic safety provision that occurred during global mass events held in Russia. The analysis revealed a variety of factors exerting negative influence on quality and good timing of laboratory control, lowering its efficiency, and increasing expenses required to conduct it.

Problems exerting negative influence on laboratory support provided for global mass events were ranked and it enabled determining the most significant ones; thus, a leading factor was insufficient information-analytical support and a poorly structured information system that made it difficult to exchange information between different subjects in the process.

It is becoming even more a pressing issue to develop a basic concept of information-analytical support for laboratory control as terroristic threats that can possibly involve chemicals are growing and there can be newly created substances used in them that have not been stated openly and therefore can hardly be identified in environmental objects.

Laboratory control over chemical factors performed during preparation and organization of global mass events that had been already held revealed a low share of samples with adverse chemicals in concentrations higher than MPC. This can either be due to organizers and constructors having adhered to all the technological standards during preparation to and an event itself or due to insufficient laboratory control. Sometimes it is actually impossible to perform laboratory control during critical periods of preparation or an event itself and it is a grave issue that needs to be resolved.

Personnel employed at construction sites or dealing with repairing or preparing objects

for a global mass event are exposed to all occurring chemical factors and exposure period for them is longer than a period of time during which an actual event takes place.

In this respect it seems advisable to implement a system for biological control over markers of impacts exerted by various chemicals on personnel involved into preparations to global mass events.

Results of the said biological monitoring will substantially increase authenticity of assessed health risks for guests and participants of a global mass event. Health risk assessment methodology that is officially recommended by global scientific society and officially applied in the RF suggests assessing a multi-factor risk as a sum of one-factor risks [7]. A suggested procedure for biological control provides a comprehensive solution to all the set tasks.

If this system is implemented, it will also allow making objects safer as regards possible terroristic threats involving chemicals; should any biological markers of effects produced by potentially hazardous chemicals be revealed among personnel involved in preparation and organization of an event, relevant authorities will have additional opportunities to perform prevention activities.

This model for laboratory control can be tested in 2020 when several global mass events are to take place in Russia such as UEFA Euro 2020 events in Saint Petersburg, AIBA World Boxing Championship in Yekaterinburg and Ufa in 2019, etc.
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